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Introduction
All fashion and dress is part of the culture and time that produced it. In fact a study of dress and
cultures of adornment is in itself a significant resource for historical understanding of class, power,
sexuality and gender.

While masculinity in homosexuality is performative social practice (Butler, 1990), it is also the way

men differ among themselves (Rudmin, 2003). The history of masculine men in leather starts in

the post-war America among disillusioned WWII veterans and their refusal to conform to domesticity. “Once a man has a wife and two young children, he will do what you tell him to. He will obey

you” (Ehrenreich, 1983). Since the late 19th century after the white-collar turned work force, homosexuality was seen as failure of masculinity. The homosexual identity became the negation of

manhood (Rudmin, 2003). After the movement for gay liberation, at some point homosexuality was

more signified by macho style and leather to prove that “even gay men can be real men” (Edwards,
1994).

“The worlds of S/M, leathermen, and leather-bikermen were intertwined. Gay bikers and straight
bikers commingled with little conflict. Their commonality was leather, Harley-Davidson bikes, and

painful memories of a war that had disfigured them physically, emotionally, and spiritually” (Magister,
1991).

Rob Halford's extreme hyper-masculine dress was a mixture of S/M and motorcycle elements and

exposed flesh to eroticize the body (Rudmin, 2003). It perfectly made sense in the heavy metal
subculture as the sexualization of the male body is a very important factor.

Medieval Armour: Occult Power
Since the first heavy metal album, Black Sabbath in 1970, various aspects of Gothic medieval

theme have been important elements in metal fashion. The masculine image of a barbaric primitive

warrior wearing armour sometimes with fictional occult or supernatural elements presents a signif-

icant influence in heavy metal fashion and stage dress. Symbolizing raw power that overcomes

the constraints binding “ordinary people”, fully armoured warriors with swords are shown on album
covers. The medieval battle clothing elements and weaponry distinctively appear as costumes in

music videos of so-called "first wave" black metal bands such as Venom, Bathory, Hellhammer

and Celtic Frost during the 1980's. Satanic symbols such as downward-pointing pentagrams and

inverted crosses are often seen in the early examples. These symbols are important identifiers of

a fascination with the occult, a rebellion against Christianity as well as a method to shock. Further-

more, “Satanic symbolism and messages are used as marketing devices for Heavy Metal bands

and their products” (Epstein, 1990).

Military Uniforms
Warfare appears in Heavy Metal as a socio-political commentary, criticizing untamed aggression,

violence and horror, political oppression and technological destruction of human lives. (Bayer, 2009)
Portrayals of the dark military theme extend beyond lyrics of songs as the costumes. The style

varies from the rigid World War I leather elements to the loose Vietnam War army clothing such as

the very popular M-65 field jacket. While fashion items such as bullet belts, army boots, camouflage
pants and uniforms can be seen on stage and on streets, in most cases today, these don't carry

meaningful messages about wars. When the lead vocalist of the band Motorhead (Lemmy) was

featured wearing an SS hat, his justification was a fashion statement: "I'll tell you something about

history. From the beginning of time, the bad guys always had the best uniforms. Napoleon, the

Confederates, the Nazis. They all had killer uniforms. I mean, the SS uniform is fucking brilliant!

They were the rock stars of that time. What you're gonna do? They just look good. Don't tell me,

I'm a Nazi 'cause I have uniforms."

Biker Culture
The Biker subculture generally exists as a negative stereotype in the public's sub-

conscious (Assoc, 1987), while the fetishist, rebellious and masculine look and work-

The aggressive masculinity took over some intimidating tough elements of the ma-

chine (Willis, 1978). The feminist assessment of these boys-only groups addresses

ing class values inspired a number of elements of Heavy Metal fashion (Muggleton

male bonding where men learn from men that they are entitled to power in the culture

The biker (“rocker”) subculture appeared in the UK as the post-war rationing ended

Rob Halford (Judas Priest) often appeared on stage riding a Harley-Davidson mo-

& Weinzierl, 2003).

and the British motorcycle engineering peaked. In heavily decorated leather jackets

with studs, T-shirts, jeans or leather pants, toll military style combat boots, aviator

goggles, white silk scarves, without helmets, “Ton-up Boys” rode modified motorcy-

cles reaching 100 miles per hour.

(Stoltenberg, 1975).

torbike, dressed in motorcycle leathers and sunglasses.

The British Steel Industry: The Influence of Class
Many of the bands that can be described as the early proponents of heavy metal came from the
area of England known as the Midlands and especially from the city of Birmingham. Since the In-

dustrial Revolution this area had been the home of the British steel industry. {Birmingham , n.d.)

It was a hard, tough, bleak part of the country. Most residents of the Midlands were working class

people whose life/career prospects were pretty much narrowed down to 40 years in the British Steel

industry or nothing. Music became a form of escape for many young men at the start of the 1970s.

(Bentley, D.) The regions’s industrial history left a strong mark on both the music made by metal and

on the way they chose to present themselves (Quirk, 2011). According to Ian Gillan of Deep Purple,

“If you’re born in Mecca it’s most unlikely that you’re going to grow up to be a Catholic. Everything

you do is shaped by your environment” (Kasper, 2012). The sound and vibration of pounding steam

hammers was constant. Developing a look and style that incorporated actual metal in an unrefined,

industrial form was a logical step; metal was almost literally in Halford’s blood (Bentley, 2013).

Punk / Metal and Punk + Metal
In the late 1960s and 1970s, punk emerged and influenced heavy metal; the two genres were also

cross-influencers. Given the poor economy in the United Kingdom, the punk scene was based on

a working class youth that were out of work, angry and politically outspoken. Facing the same cir-

cumstances, metal took a different more escapist fantasy path. With respect to fashion, punk and

metal have key differences that make each stand apart from the other, but also share similarities.

Both styles can be described as anti-fashion or a form of nihilism and can be seen as counter-cul-

tural movements that use fashion as a means to shock middle class society and exert their power

on society in this manner (English, 2007). Parallels included the wearing of black clothing, partic-

ularly leather, t-shirts sporting band names, skull imagery and studded/spiked belts and bracelets.

While the type of makeup, hair styles and tattoos are different, the tribal and ritualistic body adorn-

ment suggests “…metaphoric links to earlier primitive societies” (English, 2007). The 1990s and

2000s found new crossover genres including metalcore, thrash metal and crust punk that take their

foundations from both punk and metal music and fashion.

Gender in Heavy Metal: "Metal for Women Means Pots and Pans."
As with any tribe, the world of heavy metal has its own rules including a dress code which fosters

a sense of community and belonging. There exists a “male-centredness of metal fandom and the

issue of marginality of women within metal scenes, either as fans or performers…” (Barron, 2011).

A wide range of gender roles exists from bands that barely acknowledge women, to those who ex-

plore exploitation and dominance over women and at the extreme, misogyny through lyrics and

album imagery, etc. An interesting dichotomy is that heavy metal men wear makeup and long hair,

considered by most as traditional female looks; this is in no way an assertion of feminine power

but rather "the power they need to rebel against nothing in general" (Nader, 2006). It has been ar-

gued that “classic heavy metal is a discourse that directly reflects patriarchy and patriarchal values”

(Barron, 2011). Furthermore, imagery of women in metal is often either as sexualized objects and/or

borders on the realm of the powerful fantasy warrior (Hickam, 2011). At its worst, metal imagery

represents women as object for rape, torture and murder (Overell, 2011).
Extreme Metal Fashion

The boundaries of acceptability in fashion have shifted dramatically over time. As is typical of most

fashion trends metal fashion began with a particular style and over time has been taken by some

to an extreme. To illustrate, in 1982 leather jackets and studded wristbands were enough to shock

society but by the 1990s bands like GWAR needed to go much further to get the same level of at-

tention (Halnon, 2006). GWAR’s costumes included many of the same elements of the early metal

look: studs, leather, codpieces, military accouterments and S & M wear, but GWAR took the wearing

of these garments “to their radical conclusion” (Crane, 1992). They took the look so far in fact that

at first glance it is possible to miss the visual link to original metal style. Moreover, while a band

like Judas Priest used fashion as a way of both rejecting and celebrating their working class/in-

dustrial roots, GWAR’s image seems to embody some twisted fantasy with little relationship to any

reality. 15 years later Finnish Band, Lordi adopted a very similar aesthetic template, but their style

was much more accepted by the mainstream as shown by their win of the conservative Eurovision

Song contest. In this way the story of the metal look is the story of fashion, what begins as unac-

ceptable becomes acceptable.

Heavy Metal Style Repackaged à la Sex in the City
“The conversion of subcultural signs (dress, music, etc) into mass-produced objects (i.e., the com-

modity form” is one method by which metal fashion is re-incorporated into the mainstream from

where it originally came from in part (Hebdige, 1979). Like mod and punk, heavy metal styles, par-

ticularly the use of bullets, spikes and studs have influenced both high fashion and mass fashion.

First worn on stage by New Wave of British Heavy Metal bands including Motorhead, the bullet

belt has shifted from its original connection to punk-metal and anti-fashion (Kahn-Harris, 2007).

The spikes and studs that began as a “symbolic challenge” (Hebdige, 1979) can now be found in

high fashion editorials and on pop culture celebrities such as Sarah Jessica Parker as well as belts,

shoes, purses, etc., at all price points catering to men and women of all ages and backgrounds.

The meaning has also transformed from a type of body armor that harms or ruptures secluding

and safeguarding the body to the latest must-have fashion trend that feeds the mass production,

marketing and consumption systems.

CONCLUSION
All fashion, including metal fashion, is “…an expressive tool to project one’s identity, social class,

political stand, and so on” (Bell, 2012). Through this visual essay we have illustrated that metal

fashion is part of the culture and time which produced it. We have looked at historical influences

on metal style from medieval times, World War I and biker culture and uncovered the working class
foundation on which heavy metal music began. Power, sexuality and gender roles in the metal

subculture are better understood by analyzing the head-to-toe looks of metal heads including the

symbolism of the occult, leather, spikes/studs, the wearing of long hair and makeup. To conclude

in the words of Virginia Wolf, “Clothes change our view of the world and the world’s view of us…

there is much to support the view that it is clothes that wear us and not we them”.
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